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“boom!”

Levi suddenly made a move and grabbed a mutant monster in front of him.

“boom!”

With a punch, the mutant monster directly exploded, splashing blood.

What can’t be killed?

Why are their bodies indestructible and impenetrable?

With Levi’s punch, it still smashed into slag?

If Li Dazhong saw such a strong man in the list, he would have to kneel on the
spot.

They have been here several times.

The most they can do is to lightly injure these mutant monsters. Most of the time,
they can’t hurt their bodies at all, at most they can fly…

But now these mutant monsters have no limits, and they are fully exerting
themselves.

Instead, he was smashed by Levi’s punch.

This this this…



“Shit!”

Levi tore another abruptly.

Seeing the companion being torn in half, the eyes of these mutant monsters
changed.

It is probably shocked!

Because it has never happened before!

But these mutant monsters were all excited when they saw Ye Qingfeng, and
they all rushed forward one by one.

“bring it on!”

Levi was also excited.

He has also thoroughly studied these mutant monsters. It is probably Maya
Industry who wants to create new races!

The most violent brain!

The strongest physique!

Invincible combat power!

…

Not to mention that all these things have gone out, it is definitely a disaster to go
out for one or two thousand!

The star country has to fall in half!

If all were released, the star kingdom would have to be destroyed.



It is estimated that the Orion Group and the Star Country’s god list powerhouses
are powerless and unable to solve them at all.

Maya Industry Research has ulterior motives!

It is still absolutely confidential!

But for Shang Levi, these mutant monsters are no different from ordinary people.

No one can stand Levi’s punches and kicks.

Not enough to see in front of Levi!

Basically kill as many as you come!

Thousands of mutant monsters pounced on Levi again and again, and they were
completely violent and completely crazy.

To tear up Levi in front of him, tear his flesh into powder, and break his bones
one by one…

But on the contrary, Levi smashed them with a punch.

Flesh and bones are all broken into dregs!

one hundred!

two hundred!

…

one thousand!

…

two thousand!



…

The mutant monster is disappearing at a terrifying speed…

Five thousand!

In the blink of an eye, the mutant monster has been beaten in half…

…

The data is still increasing…

“boom!!!”

With Levi’s punch, a mutant monster blasted its head.

All mutant monsters have fallen…

Either they were all beaten to death, or the stumps and arms were everywhere…

Thousands of variant monsters were all killed by Levi without exception.

No one is left.

However, half an hour has just passed!

This is still the case when Levi wants to play, otherwise I am afraid it will be
solved faster!

Levi sat on the ground, bored to study the blood of these mutant monsters and
so on.

He wanted to know what the medicine of Maya Industry was…

Time passed by every minute and every second.



Four hours have passed since all devices were shut down.

The people outside were really excited and excited.

“You said Ye Jun was about to die?”

Someone asked.

“Absolutely dead! He can face tens of thousands of mutant monsters! He is also
100% mutant monster! Who can stop this?”

“Yeah! And this is not something you can just hide! These mutant monsters are
not unconscious bloodthirsty monsters! They are smart! You can find them
wherever you hide!”

“Do we need to restore the device now and open the door to take a look?”

“No need! Just turn it off for one day and one night! We want Levi to die!”

“Okay! We will collect Levi’s corpse tomorrow!”

…

Everyone laughed.

They were already looking forward to sending out the news of Levi’s corpse
fragmentation.
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Closed for twenty-four hours.

Levi could not survive.

This is the truth.



Li Chengmin has stopped talking…

But when the people who were locked in the iron cage with disheveled hair heard
the news, it seemed that their eyes became much darker.

It seemed that Levi’s death hit him hard.

“Who is this person?”

Li Chengmin asked.

She also noticed the change in this person.

“Traitor Lee Seki!”

Li Chengmin’s father said.

“Huh? It’s him!”

Li Chengmin was surprised.

It turned out to be Lee Seki who followed Richard in the Lab of the Gods!

However, after Li Shiji was killed, he also stayed in the laboratory of the gods.

But later the Lab of the Gods disappeared, and he had nowhere to go, so he
could only return to the Orion Group.

The Orion Group, which has already cooperated with Maya Industry, treated him
as a traitor and directly locked up and tortured him.

Lee Seki hasn’t moved around all the time.

Until he saw Levi, he went crazy before, and was finally stunned by the
high-voltage current.



I guess Li Shiji has something to talk to Levi.

But now there is no chance.

“Hey!”

Li Chengmin was also desperate.

Levi couldn’t live anymore.

But she won’t be dead or alive this time. She wants to survive, she wants
revenge, and also prevents Orion Group’s brutal experiments.

…

Soon after, someone in Maya Industry was asking about the progress of the
experiment, and it was necessary for Orion Group to send in the data of the
latest batch of experimenters.

“Sorry we are…”

Orion Group told Maya Industry about Levi.

“Okay, very good! This method is good!”

Maya Industry also strongly agrees.

…

Time passed by every minute and every second.

Levi has used the method of the poisonous god sect to extract the medicinal
substance from the blood.

He wants to take it back to study!



The handsome man of Tiance Mansion?

interesting!

But what Levi cares more about is where the Gods Lab went…

It is estimated that the Tianji Pavilion of Tiance Mansion may know it.

He wants to go back and inquire later.

Thinking about it, Levi fell asleep.

Sun and moon rotation.

Soon it was bright, and the twenty-four hours was about to come.

Everyone from the Orion Group came outside the metal fort and waited.

“No, Levi clearly has no bones left, even the bones are scum! Why are we all
running so excited?”

“Yeah! Levi won’t have anything left, we won’t see anything! Why are you still so
interested? All gathered early in the morning?”

…

After someone said this question, everyone was stunned.

That’s right!

Can’t see anything?

Why do you want to come?

And all know the result, Levi will undoubtedly die!



“That’s because Levi’s position in everyone’s mind is too heavy! He is the enemy
of our Star Nation, and also the enemy of the Orion Group! He is dead, so
naturally pay attention!

“Even if I see a little bit of scraps, I’m extremely excited!”

…

Someone explained.

Everyone is indeed in this way.

“Okay! Now turn on the device!”

“Kakka…”

Soon the various experimental devices of the metal fortress were all opened one
by one.

“Look at what’s going on?”

Someone shouted.

“According to the markings on these mutant monsters, they are grouped together
at the west gate! Almost, no, all are here! All the mutant monsters are gathered
here!”

“Presumably Levi died here too!”

“Open the west gate! Be careful, and be prepared to close it at any time!”

…

Hundreds of people from the Orion Group gathered at the west gate, and they
wanted to look at the situation inside.



They don’t even know what they are expecting…

“Rumble…”

The metal gate to the west opened slowly.

“vomit……”

There was a pungent bloody smell.

Everyone almost vomited.

The door was completely opened, and everyone suddenly saw a figure standing
in front of it.

Behind him, the bones become a mountain…
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That’s right.

It is indeed a mountain of bones!

The corpse, stumps and broken arms were stacked together to form a mountain.

As for the blood to wash this place over and over again…

The smell of blood is overwhelming, almost disgusting everyone.



The marks on these mutant monsters show that they are all gathered together,
which is how they were gathered together.

But none of this scared everyone.

It was the standing man who really scared everyone! ! !

Levi!

Standing is Levi!

At this moment, everyone felt that the world had collapsed.

How could he still be alive? ? ?

“Rumble…”

Everyone just felt that five thunders rushed to the top, and countless sky
thunders struck down.

Everyone was bombarded with incomplete skin, burnt on the outside and tender
on the inside.

This……

This is definitely the most incredible thing everyone present has ever
encountered! ! !

He is still alive! ! !

He survived the twenty-four hours alone, and if the previous time is added, it
would be thirty hours!

The highest record was nine hours before!



But before the mutant monsters were restricted and could only play 70% to 80%
of their strength.

Nine hours is a big discount!

So Levi accomplished a miracle! ! !

But the most important thing is not here!

The most important thing is that all mutant monsters are dead!

They were all killed by Levi and left here.

And many of them are probably not left behind, all of them blasted into powder.

Only half is placed here.

Because the door has been opened for a while, such a big movement, according
to the past, if the mutant monsters were alive, they would have all arrived long
ago.

For such a long time, there is no movement at all.

The only possibility is that Levi will kill all mutant monsters.

This this this…

impossible!

This is absolutely impossible!

No one wants to believe all this.

But I saw the facts before me…



At first, I thought that Levi could hold it down because of the medicine Li
Chengmin gave.

Now think about the potion for farts!

It’s all bullshit!

For Orion Group, none of the mutant monsters here can be beaten to death.

You can’t even hurt it.

Li Dazhong, the strongest of the gods, can’t do it!

Not to mention killing all tens of thousands of monsters!

For a while everyone was immersed in the shock!

One by one looks like a walking dead…

stunned.

shocked.

No one can react for a long time…

“How did you open the door? I was ready to punch it open! Ah…”

Levi stretched and yawned.

He also just woke up, just ready to punch through here and leave.

Unexpectedly, the door was opened.

“It’s good to sleep here, it’s quiet…”

Levi smiled.



It’s just that everyone in front of them was stunned, as if they were all frozen.

It took a long time to wake up.

“Forget it, ignore you, I’ll go and take a look outside!”

Levi smiled and left from here.

Most of the people are still there in the nearby Orion Group’s experimental base.

Seeing someone back.

They subconsciously asked, “How? Did you see Levi’s body? How about the
others? Why didn’t they come back?”

Someone also said: “How can I see the corpse! This group of mutant monsters is
violent! If Levi is alone, it is estimated that even the bones are powdered, let
alone a complete corpse!”

Levi smiled and said, “I haven’t seen Levi’s body, but a living person has seen it!”

“Um?”

At first glance, everyone felt nothing strange.

But after a few seconds, everyone was very surprised.

“I didn’t see the corpse, did Levi, a living person?”

“How is it possible? How could Levi live?”

…

With that, they all looked over.

“Ye… Levi… it’s… it’s you!”



After seeing Levi’s face clearly, all of them exclaimed in exclamation.
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How could he still be alive?

This is impossible!

“Alarm! Alarm! Level 1 alarm!!!”

The first level alarm was sounded at the experimental base.

“boom!”

But under Levi’s punch, the entire base’s facilities were completely destroyed.

“Don’t run!”

Levi warned.

A few hundred meters away, when someone ran away, Levi stretched out his
hand and grabbed it.

The person directly exploded into blood mist.

Several people ran away and were blasted into dregs by Levi’s volley.

Everyone is honest now and dare not run away.

One by one was silent.

Soon after, the group of senior officials of Orion Group and experts such as Li
Dazhong reacted.

“What about people?”



They rushed into the metal fort and looked for it.

From this look, everyone almost didn’t pee!

Inside is the purgatory on earth!

That’s a miserable one!

Just by looking at these, everyone can think of what a tragic battle was
experienced last night!

Of course it is a unilateral massacre! ! !

“puff!”

Li Dazhong was anxious, spouting blood.

He really couldn’t imagine what kind of powerhouse could slaughter tens of
thousands of mutant monsters in a short time.

He can’t kill any of them! ! !

Although these mutant monsters have limited combat power, they can’t match
the power of Li Dazhong.

But they can’t be eliminated at all, and their defense power is even more
terrifying than the strongest of the gods.

Thousands of them are even more impossible!

Let me put it this way!

Shut a thousand strong men and tens of thousands of mutant monsters into the
metal fortress.

The final winner is definitely the mutant monster.



Although it may be against these strong players, mutant monsters can’t kill them,
but they can consume the strong players alive.

The mutant monsters can’t be destroyed at all, and they have unlimited physical
strength, just like Xiaoqiang who can’t kill them.

But who would have thought that one person would kill all the monsters of so
many variants.

Everyone is going crazy one by one.

“Levi!!! Levi is not the strength of three years ago at all! He is even stronger than
the number one in the gods list now!”

“Three years have passed, times are changing, everyone’s strength is
skyrocketing, but he has improved even more terribly! We are all scum!”

“I now suspect that he is the one who knocked off the Heaven Sword with two
fingers!”

…

Everyone reacted one by one.

Know how powerful Levi is now.

Li Chengmin cried with joy. Not only did Levi not die, he became extremely
powerful now.

This is the best news for her.

“If you can move, roll over!”

At this time, Levi’s voice came from everyone’s ears, which exploded like
thunder.



Everyone knew that in front of Levi of this level, there was absolutely no escape.

One by one obediently walked over.

However, some people wanted to use the communicator to send out signals
secretly, to send out Levi’s true strength.

“boom!”

“Crack!”

…

But his communicator exploded in an instant.

An invisible force shreds people directly…

Blood splashed on everyone around.

Everyone was shocked now.

No one has other careful thoughts.

After all, life is important, and even worse, I was frightened.

No one has any other ideas.

Everyone came to Levi and knelt down one after another.

“Spare! Be spared…”

These people are all lying on the ground, kowtow fiercely.

With the current Levi’s finger, the Orion Group can be destroyed.

He is too strong!



Li Dazhong was even more excited: “I have never seen a strong man like you! I
am willing to follow you to seek a higher martial arts realm!”

Li Chengmin looked at Levi excitedly.

“Hehe… aren’t you trying to kill me? Are you trying to torture me?”

Levi casually slapped one to death.

“Kakka…”

At this time, Li Shiji in the iron cage not far away slapped frantically.

“Um?”

Levi walked over.

Opened the cage.

Recognize Li Shiji.

“Laboratory of the Gods…”

Li Shiji said.
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Levi hurried forward to listen.

“What’s wrong? What’s wrong with them?”



Li Shiji whispered in Levi’s ear.

Everyone looked at it suspiciously.

Don’t know what’s talking about.

From beginning to end, Levi’s expression was cold, and he nodded occasionally.

“Well, I got it!”

Levi nodded.

“Have you been waiting for me and want to tell me this?”

Levi asked.

“Well, I’m waiting for you. It’s useless to tell other people!”

“Yeah, I’ll take care of the rest! You can just stay to assist Li Chengmin!”

Levi looked at Li Shiji.

Li Shiji nodded fiercely.

“kill!”

Levi started to kill these high-level officials of the Shangsanxing Group, and none
of them were left behind.

Anyone who knew was killed by him.

In the end, Li Chengmin’s family and Li Dazhong were left.

Even Levi personally went to the headquarters of Orion Group to reorganize the
entire organization, completely turning it into Li Chengmin’s.



Levi looked at Li Chengmin and said, “You will be in charge of the Orion Group in
the future! Other people will assist! As for all the news that happened today, the
cooperation with Maya Industry continues, what do they want to do?”

“clear!!!”

“Don’t worry, I won’t be vague about Maya Industries…”

Li Shiji gave Levi a relieved look.

It is estimated that there is a connection with Maya Industry in their conversation.

After solving the Orion Group’s affairs, Levi returned to Velador.

He did not appear directly, but was observing Sarah in secret.

The exercises and repair methods left to her, Sarah has been throwing in the
corner, and it is useless at all.

Perhaps her thoughts are the same as those of others, that Levi’s notions have
stayed three years ago.

What he gave was useless at all.

I don’t even have the idea of   giving it a try.

Instead, Levi saw that Sarah was using some extreme methods and medicines to
restore himself.

The advantage of this is that it may restore the martial arteries of plum dyes that
have been abolished, but the disadvantage is the quick and extreme method,
which will leave a lot of hidden dangers that will damage plum dyes in the future.

“Da da da……”

When the footsteps sounded, Sarah was taken aback.



When she looked up, her face changed drastically.

“Master…Master…”

Because she saw the dark god.

Of course, this dark god is Levi wearing a mask of god and devil.

Because the mask of the Dark God is unique, no one can recognize it as long as
he wears the mask.

Even Sarah, who has seen the true face of the Dark God.

“Master, you… didn’t you say that you can’t enter Velador? Why are you here?”

Sarah was shocked.

“I’ll see you and go to Tiance Mansion again!”

Levi said.

“What about my husband? What happened to him?”

Sarah worried about Levi.

The reason why Sarah used extreme methods to restore his combat power was
to rescue Levi himself, for fear that something might happen to him.

“It’s okay, he will be back soon!”

Sarah nodded in relief.

Master never lied to her!

“By the way, I have been observing for a long time! Your method is too extreme
to use!”



Levi said.

Sarah asked in surprise: “Then how do I regain my strength, Master? I have now
been abolished!”

Levi said: “It’s very simple! Use the methods and exercises your husband gave
you, and you can recover! And you must keep practicing in the future, and you
can’t practice other things, including what I taught you!”

“Huh? This… he’s just…”

Sarah didn’t believe in the exercises and methods given by Levi from the
beginning.

So subconsciously want to refuse.

Levi himself stayed three years ago, can his method work?

“Master, I know you have other ways to recover me! I don’t want to use what he
gave me, I think it’s useless!”
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Levi: “…”.

His things are useless?

The dark god, the number one god, was killed by him.

He killed tens of thousands of mutant monsters that could not be solved by the
powerhouse of the gods.

His method is useless?

The exercises are useless?



You are great, who can open the dark cage?

You guys are great! Who can interrupt the sword and sword?

Levi had no choice but to say: “Well, you choose yourself! But I suggest using the
exercises your husband taught you!”

“Understood, Master! But I will regain my strength in my own way! I still don’t
want to believe what was made three years ago! If you are eliminated, you are
eliminated! There is no need to guard some old things!”

Sarah finally chose to abandon Levi’s method.

She wants to use modern extreme methods to recover!

Levi nodded: “Okay! Respect your choice!”

Except for the evil god Huoyun, no one trusts his practice, but Levi doesn’t say
anything but respects them.

Choose whatever you want…

After leaving Case York, Levi went straight to the capital.

Tiance Mansion!

This is his purpose!

Levi sneaked into Tiance Mansion quietly.

He went straight to the Tianji Pavilion.

When Levi appeared, several people in the Tianji Pavilion were shocked.

I guess I didn’t even notice that Levi’s level would appear.



“you?”

Now Levi appeared in the image of an expert who knocked off the Heavenly
Sword with two fingers.

This surprised everyone in Tianji Pavilion.

However, Levi also concluded that several members of Tianji Pavilion didn’t know
their identities or where they had gone.

It seems that the dark cage has the function of isolating everything.

Even the elders of Tianji Pavilion couldn’t figure it out.

“I have one thing-do you know the whereabouts of the Lab of the Gods…”

As soon as Levi said this, everyone in the Tianji Pavilion remained silent for a
long time.

“I don’t know… but it was by no means annihilated like the outside world
rumored…”

“But I just divination, there must be a disaster in the future! The past three years
have been foreshadowed… the disaster is approaching…”

Tianji Pavilion answered.

After getting an answer, Levi left.

Leaving this time, he swaggered away.

What does Tiance Mansion have?

He comes as he wants, and leaves as he likes.

Soon, everyone in Tiance Mansion discovered him.



After recognizing it, everyone’s eyes are about to fly out.

This… why is this guy here? ? ?

The major gods and generals, as well as the masters of the Tiance Mansion, are
saluting.

If someone else suddenly appeared here, they would have been arrested long
ago.

It’s a capital crime to break into Tiance Mansion without permission.

But now this one appears, who dares?

After receiving the news, the Marshal Tiance hurried over.

Kneeling in front of Levi and saluting, he also invited Levi.

“Need not!”

Levi refused.

“Dare to ask who is Senior?”

Marshal Tiance summoned his courage.

Other people also watched.

Especially looking forward to it!

“I said I am Levi, do you believe it?”

Levi sneered.



“Haha, senior, don’t be kidding you! You are an expert in the Great Family Yinshi!
Even the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion doesn’t know your identity, how could it
be Levi? Don’t be kidding!”

Marshal Tiance couldn’t help laughing.

“Yes?”

Levi smiled and left Tiance Mansion.

Some people still want to ask.

The young commander of Tiance interrupted: “This expert mentioned Ye Jun’s
arrival. This is obviously not to say! I don’t want anyone to know his identity!”

“Well, it’s reasonable! It’s true!”

“Don’t be curious about this one!”

…

Although several great gods will say so, how could the young commander of
Tiance not be curious?

After Levi left.

Marshal Tiance came to the Tianji Pavilion in person.

“He just came to you, you should know his identity, right?”

Asked the marshal Tiance.

“I don’t know, but he looks like a person…”

“who is it?”



Young Master Tiance became more curious.


